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SSDNow V100 Notebook Upgrade Bundle

SSDNow V100 Desktop Upgrade Bundle

Easily upgrade						
to better performance.
Desktop Upgrade Bundle Kit
SV100S2D/64GRZ
SV100S2D/128GRZ
SV100S2D/256GRZ

Kingston’s SSDNow bundle kits make it easy to upgrade from a hard drive to a solid-state drive
that will dramatically improve the performance and extend the lifecycle of existing systems.

Notebook Upgrade Bundle Kit
SV100S2N/64GRZ
SV100S2N/128GRZ
SV100S2N/256GRZ

The Desktop bundle includes:
•• SSDNow drive
•• System migration software — an easy-to-use CD features simple cloning software to allow users
to copy the O/S on the hard drive over to the SSD.
•• Mounting brackets — these form-fitting brackets enable users to easily replace the hard drive in
desktops.
•• SSD data and power cable — allow SSD drive to be used as primary drive, while HDD serves as
secondary drive.

SSDNow bundle kits are available for desktops and notebooks and contain all the accessories
needed for a smooth upgrade to a faster, more reliable drive.

The Notebook bundle contains:
•• SSDNow drive
•• System migration software — an easy-to-use CD features simple cloning software to allow users
to copy the O/S on the hard drive over to the SSD.
•• USB enclosure — a sleek USB enclosure ideal for using the hard drive as an external storage
component for backup after the O/S has been cloned from the hard drive to the SSDNow.
•• Cable — to migrate OS from HDD to SSD so SSD becomes the primary notebook drive, and the
HDD serves as external storage.
Get the drive for the future — and all the accessories needed to upgrade to better performance.
Contact your Kingston® representative to order SSDNow bundle kits today.
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